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A very natural picture of the lay of this country. The hills are very pretty at this time of year as they are usually so cold.
[Diedrich Correspondence #5-Postcard]

[[Front]]

[[text- Vianden, GroBherzogtum Luxemburg]]

[[image- sepia photograph of a small town among rolling hills and many trees, with dozens of buildings, homes, and castle ruins atop the tallest hill.]]

[[Back]]

[[left side]]

A very natural picture of the lay of the country
The hills are very pretty at this time of year as they are usually [[covered?]] with

[[right side]]

a light layer of snow

[[image- bottom left: insignia, “JRW”]]

[[vertical text, center- Kunstverlag J.R. Waeger, Echternach. cliche bach, vianden]]